CRITERIA FOR ADJUNCT FACULTY
1. ALL ADJUNCT FACULTY MUST TEACH IN OFFICE SETTINGS THAT MEET THE
HOST OFFICE CRITERIA (see separate criteria).
a. We are not hiring faculty to teach in remote or hotel-based settings.
b. If the host physician (and not a PracticalCME faculty member who is
arriving from out of town) is teaching, the host physician is
responsible for providing the necessary AV to perform the didactic
review and providing the necessary agents for injecting for the
hands-on portion of the course.
2. MD or DO degree with active medical license in the state where the class
will be taught.
3. Active Medmal coverage for all services being taught that day.
4. Must be proficient in Botox and Dermal Fillers at a minimum. Also being
proficient in Cosmetic Sclerotherapy of the Legs and/or Cosmetic PRP
Facelift and Facial is a bonus.
5. Must provide bio and photo to appear on the PracticalCME.com website
6. BOTOX/FILLERS PROFICIENCY (Required)
a. 1 Year or More experience with Cosmetic Botox
b. 1 Year or More experience with Hyaluronic Acid Dermal Fillers and at
least 50 patients treated.
c. Preference given to physicians who have already taken the PCME
training course in Botox/Fillers
d. Provide at least 20 units of authentic, US-sourced, Botox and a 1cc
syringe of Juvederm XC Ultra for each paid, qualified attendee to
practice on his/her model patient. Many physicians acquire this at
no charge from their local Allergan rep since they have a sample
allotment to use as they wish each quarter. Trying to apply through
Allergan corporate office as a teaching site will not work, and is not
worth your time.

e. Any attendee who is not a MD, DO, DDS, DMD, NP, PA, or RN may be
denied supervised injection at your site. PracticalCME will check
these attendees’ credentials in advance of the live date.
7. SCLEROTHERAPY PROFICIENCY (if applicable)
a. Proficient in flat needle injection technique for spider and reticular
veins.
b. Proficient in transillumination (Veinlite or Veinlite LED) for reticular
veins
c. Proficient in using STS or POL Foam
8. COSMETIC PRP PROFICIENCY (If applicable)
a. Have an FDA-Approved isolation device in your office.
i. A vacutainer tube and standard lab centrifuge is NOT FDAapproved
b. Perform microneedling though plasma (PRP Facial)
c. Be skilled in mixing PRP with fresh HA-filler placement (PRP Facelift)
9. MODEL PATIENTS
a. We encourage our attendees to bring their own model patients
(typically friends, staff, relatives). This allows the attendee to follow
the progress of their patient over time.
b. You may provide model patients for any attendee who does not have
a patient. You are not required to do so. You may charge the model
patient a small fee. You must establish a doctor-patient relationship
with any model patient you provide and offer follow-up as needed.
10.COMPENSATION
a. Compensation is 60% of gross receipts for that particular event.
Remember, you will have no expenses with regard to CME
accreditation, advertising, or payment processing with the attendee.
Typical tuition for BTX/Filler FAST TRACK (half day live) is $1895.
Sclerotherapy is $1295. PRP can be priced between $1295 for lecture
only and $1695 if hands-on is offered.
i. 4 BTX/Filler attendees would result in a compensation to you
for $4548 for ½ day of work in your own office.

If you wish to be considered, please submit an email to
MD@PRACTICALCME.COM with your CV, and experience level
with Botox, Dermal Fillers, Sclerotherapy, and Cosmetic PRP

